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ABSTRACT

•

Simulation provides the capability to evaluate performance
of a system operating under current or proposed configurations, policies and procedures. It is very applicable to
evaluation of strategic and operational level plans for supply chains. It is especially useful for exploring the viability of a supply chain before beginning production. This
paper describes the use of simulation for determining the
readiness of a supply chain designed by a small company
for providing sub-systems to a defense contractor. The
supply chain had to be stress tested at surge and mobilization volume levels to meet the requirements. Simulation
provided the ideal methodology to identify and demonstrate the behavior of the supply chain under stress and
evaluate strategies to meet the defined volumes. It was
used to prove the readiness of the supply chain reducing
perceived risks in using the virtual operation.
1

•
•
•

Evaluation of the proposed supply chain configuration for meeting defined demand scenarios including those that highly stress the supply chain.
Identification of areas that potentially limit the
ability of the supply chain.
Development and validation of supply chain configuration enhancements that allow it to meet the
requirements.
Report to the defense contractor and the involved
government agency personnel and satisfy their requirements.

A simulation model of the proposed supply chain was
built using the discrete event simulation software,
ARENA, from Rockwell Automation. The model was
based on data describing the supply chain from the tier II
suppliers through the SME to delivery to the defense contractor. Data for each of the manufacturers in the supply
chain was collected. This included data on the manufacturing process of the components of the subassemblies and on
the logistics processes in-between the manufacturing
stages.
Simulation modeling has been actively applied in supply chain context as indicated by more than 80 papers reported in a recent survey (Terzi and Cavalieri 2004). In
the context of the topic of this paper, there has been limited
work in the area of using simulation to evaluate supply
chains under stress such as twice to four times increase in
volumes. Helo (2000) proposed use of systems dynamics
simulation to analyze the impact of surge and includes an
experiment with 50% surge in demand. Similarly, there
are few reports of supply chain simulation efforts involving
SMEs. Byrne and Heavey (2004) point out that supply
chain simulation efforts are generally targeted at large corporations, but are needed for SMEs also. A case study for
application at a vertically integrated SME is presented.
The lack of work on evaluating supply chain behavior
under huge increases in volumes is likely due to the fact
that commercial industrial supply chains generally do not
experience sudden increases in demand of 200-400%.

INTRODUCTION

U.S. manufacturers, particularly the Small and Medium
Enterprises (SMEs), continue to face challenges due to the
global economy, outsourcing, and consolidation of the
manufacturing industry. Improved engineering designs,
manufacturing methodologies and information technology
are needed to rapidly respond to changes in demand requirements. The SMEs need support to equip themselves
and adopt the advances in information technology to address the changing needs of the global economy (Thompson 2005).
This paper describes a project that was initiated as a
demonstration of how supply chain simulation can reduce
an Original Equipment Manufacturer’s (OEM) perceived
risk of sourcing from an SME. Simulation was used to determine how the proposed supply chain would be able to
meet deliveries under a variety of conditions.
The project goals were as follows.
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There are rare cases of 372% year to year demand surge
reported in semiconductor industry (Tsai and Wang 2004).
The requirement is, however, relevant in defense industry
since its participants have to maintain their readiness to
meet increased demands in case of wars and conflicts. Indeed, upside production flexibility, that is, the capability of
unplanned sustained increase in production to support a
two-major-theatre war scenario has been recommended as
a key performance indicator for defense industry (Klapper
et al 1999).
This section introduced the topic and the context of the
project and briefly reviewed relevant work. Section 2 describes the scope of the study and the simulation model,
followed by the description of the data collection effort in
section 3. Section 4 addresses the approach used for development of the simulation model. Section 5 presents the
results of simulation experiments for evaluating the performance of the supply chain under normal, surge and mobilization scenarios. The lessons learned from this experience are recounted in section 6 followed by a conclusion of
the paper in section 7.
2

•
•

The scope of the simulation model required for this
project can also be specified using the SCOR model. The
SCOR model provides a commonly accepted terminology
for description of the supply chain (Supply Chain Council,
2005). The simulation model should include the three
stages of the supply chain with PLAN, SOURCE, MAKE
and DELIVER activities defined at level 2 of SCOR
model. For the fourth stage of the supply chain, that is, the
end customer, only the SOURCE activity needs to be included again at level 2 of the SCOR model. Using the
SCOR model based specification convention proposed in
Jain (2006), the needed simulation model can be classified
as (P-2, S-2, M-2, D-2)X3>(S-2).
The simulation model included ten nodes of the supply
chain spread across the four stages, including 3 tier II suppliers, 5 tier I suppliers, the SME itself, and the defense
contractor. The model was used to evaluate the performance of the supply chain under the defense readiness requirements of normal operation, surge (twice the volume
of normal operation) and mobilization (four times the volume of normal operation).

SCOPE

The study required a balance between the strategic level
goals of supply chain design and the operational level
goals for the readiness evaluation requirement. The operation of the supply chain needed to be simulated from tier II
suppliers on one end to the end customer at the other end.
The level of detail needed to be sufficient to evaluate the
capability of the complete supply chain based on its configuration and the operational policies. The configuration
includes the node network, the assignment of production to
nodes, and the assignment of capacities at each node to
meet the production needs. The operational policies include the strategic levels of finished goods and raw material inventories at each node and the associated replenishment policies.
Specifically, evaluating the readiness of a supply chain
requires simulating the following aspects.
•
•

Transport of material from suppliers to their immediate customers.
Tracking of desired performance measures.

3

DATA COLLECTION

The data gathering effort to meet the above scope was
planned jointly with the personnel from the SME. A questionnaire was prepared to request input from all the Tier I
and II suppliers. The suppliers were expected to fill in the
questionnaires in sufficient level of detail to provide the
data needed for simulation. The data requested was intended to satisfy two objectives: 1) simulation and 2) value
stream mapping for continuous improvement efforts over a
longer time frame. The second objective required more
detailed data than the first one given the scope of the simulation study defined above.
The data requested from the suppliers included:

Generation of end-customer orders to trigger the
pull signal for the supply chain.
At each node in the supply chain:
− processing of orders from customers immediately downstream of the node,
− order fulfillment from finished goods inventory,
− generation of production orders if warranted
under the stocking policy,
− assignment of raw material inventory to the
production orders, and
− generation of replenishment orders if warranted under raw material inventory policy.

•
•

•
•
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product bill of materials,
supply chain network configuration:
− nodes,
− supplier-customer relationships, and,
− transport times between nodes;
For end customer node:
− ordering pattern;
For each manufacturing node:
− components produced,
− order process times,
− manufacturing sequence description
times,
− manufacturing capacity for each step,

and
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−

•

operational policies:
* finished goods stocking policies,
* production batching policy, and,
* raw material inventory policies.

•
•

Only a limited number of responses were received
from the suppliers and most of them did not have the sufficient level of detail desired for simulation analysis or the
planned value-stream mapping. Given the lack of response,
members of the project team visited each supplier site to
collect the required data. In addition to discussing the
proposed processes to build the desired components, the
visits also helped the team understand each supplier’s capabilities, product range, and capacity availability. These
supplier site visits added quite a bit of time to the project.
The visits had to be set up at mutually convenient times for
the suppliers and the project team and hence had to be
done over several weeks to months.
4

Development of a simulation model requires significant expertise in the modeling process and in coding with
the selected software. Development of a generic simulator
with basic features requires even more advanced expertise.
The generic simulator for this model was developed by
project team members with many years of industry and
simulation experience.
Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the supply chain simulation model. The flow of materials is from left to right on
the screen. On the left are the three tier-II suppliers. One
of the tier-II suppliers acts as a tier-I supplier also and
hence two separate production activities are represented for
the node, marked as “Supplier II-1.” Next there are 5 tierI supplier nodes represented. One of the tier-I suppliers,
“Supplier I-4,” supplies two distinct groups of subassemblies that are dependent on two separate tier-II suppliers.
Again, this is represented using two separate production
activity models. The suppliers provide the component and
sub-assemblies to the SME for assembly into a completed
sub-system unit. The SME ships the units to the defense
contractor for assembly into the end product that is supplied to the armed forces.

SIMULATION MODEL DEVELOPMENT

The simulation model was developed to be completely
data-driven. This allows the simulation model to be a generic supply chain simulator. While a number of capabilities will have to be developed in the simulator to be truly
generic, the intention was to build a basic set of capabilities that can be data driven.
A data-driven simulator can be utilized using the following steps.
1.

interface with Microsoft Excel, typically used for
storing manufacturing data,
model debugging facilities, and
representative animation.

5

SIMULATION RESULTS

Analyze the collected data to develop distributions representing the modeled phenomenon.
Arrange the data including the developed distributions in a pre-defined format.
Read the data describing the supply chain into the
simulation model.
Configure the simulation model based on the data.
Execute the simulation runs.

The simulation scenarios required for readiness evaluation
were:

The development of a generic supply chain simulator
requires advanced modeling capabilities both on the part of
the simulation analyst and the simulation software. The
simulator for this study was built using ARENA. As a
general rule, any selected simulation software should provide a good graphical user interface to capabilities that include definition of the process to be simulated, simulation
clock management, management of entities that go through
the process (orders, materials, transportation, etc), provisions for data input, and output data analysis.
To support the project goal of building a basic supply
chain simulator, any selected simulation software should
possess the following features:

Simulation was used to analyze each scenario and determine the ability of the supply chain to meet the desired
volume levels.

2.
3.
4.
5.

•
•

•
•
•

Normal operation, with defined volume level,
Surge operation, with twice the volume level of
normal operation, and,
Mobilization operation, with four times the volume level of normal operation.

5.1 Normal Operation
Key outputs from the simulated performance were
tracked to understand the behavior of the supply chain.
The bottlenecks in the flow were identified and the associated capacities adjusted in consultation with the suppliers
until a smooth flow was achieved. The modified design
allowed meeting the normal volumes with no backlog orders at the SME. Figure 2 shows the variation in supply
chain inventory for this scenario. The figure shows that
the desired performance is achieved with an average investment of $2.33 million across the supply chain. The

constructs allowing data driven models,
flexibility in coding the model,
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Figure 1: Screenshot of the Supply Chain Simulation Model
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Figure 2: Supply Chain Inventory Variations to Support the Normal Operation Volumes
results showed the capability of the proposed supply chain
to meet the normal operation volumes.

ventory throughout the supply chain to begin building up
to surge level immediately on receiving this notification.
The simulation of surge operation was set up to allow
the supply chain to function at steady state normal operation before receiving notification of surge volume. After
the notification, the supply chain ramps up inventories in
response to increased inventory target levels. Once the 13week ramp up period has elapsed, the end customer order
volume jump up to the surge level, i.e., twice the normal
volume levels.

5.2 Surge Operation
Surge operation requires the supply chain to provide double the normal operation volumes. The model assumes
that the supply chain has a defined period (assumed to be
13 weeks) to ramp up to the required production level once
notification of surge is received. The model allows the in-
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The supply chain configuration was modified to meet
the surge volumes. A simple inspection of the design capacity at the SME indicated that it was not sufficient to
meet the surge demand rate. The capacity at the SME was
increased by 25% to ensure that the production rate
matched the demand rate. The SME management confirmed that it was feasible to add the manual assembly
workstations needed to add this 25% capacity. The other
nodes in the supply chain already had a sufficiently high
production rate to meet the surge demand rate.
Figure 3 shows the results from the surge operation
scenario. With the increase in the SME capacity, the supply chain is able to handle the stress of increased volumes
and achieve the goal of no backlog. However, this performance comes at the cost of increased inventory levels as
shown in the graph in Figure 3. The graph shows that the
total inventories in the supply chain increase from an average of $2.33 Million to an average of $3.62 Million.
The simulation thus confirmed the capability of the
supply chain to meet the surge operation volumes, with an
increase in inventory levels and increased production capacity at the SME.

duction under mobilization. All the other nodes already
had a sufficiently high production rate to meet the mobilization demand rate.
Figure 4 shows the results from the mobilization operation scenario. The graph in Figure 4(a) shows that with
the proposed production modifications and the increased
inventory levels through the supply chain, the supply chain
is able to sustain the stress of the mobilization volume for a
limited period only. It falls behind by a week after 25
weeks of sustaining the mobilization volume, and does not
catch back up.
This performance comes at the cost of
average increased inventory levels of $5.91 million, as
shown in the graph in Figure 4(b).
5.4 Mobilization Operation with Modified
Configuration
Simulation was used to determine the capacities and inventories needed at different nodes to meet the mobilization
volumes. Several iterations were made using different levels of capacity and inventories. Simulation results indicated that the supply chain can sustain the mobilization
level volumes with a slight increase in capacities at the five
nodes that were originally matched to the demand rate.
The capacities at these five nodes needed to be increased
by another 3% to achieve the required volumes. All manufacturers involved indicated this change could be easily
implemented. The slight increase in the capacity enabled
the supply chain to recover from occasional inventory
shortfalls by producing at a rate slightly higher than the
demand rate.
The results from simulation of mobilization operation
with the modified configuration are shown in Figure 5.
The supply chain inventory levels are slightly lower than
the base mobilization case, at an average of $5.62 Million.

5.3 Mobilization Operation
Mobilization operation requires the supply chain to provide
four times the normal operation volumes. Similar to surge
operation, once the supply chain receives the notification
of mobilization volume, it has an assumed 13-week period
to ramp up to that level. Once the 13-week ramp up period
has elapsed, the end customer order volume jumps up to
the mobilization level, i.e., four times the normal volume
levels.
The supply chain required significant modification to
meet the mobilization volumes. Production capacity was
increased at five of the manufacturing nodes, including the
SME, so the production rate matched the demand rate. The
SME again confirmed the feasibility of adding manual assembly stations to increase their capacity, while the other
suppliers indicated their ability to assign more of their
commercial product capacity to the required defense pro-

5.5 Conclusions from Simulation Study
The study concluded that the proposed supply chain could
provide the required volume levels under normal, surge
and mobilization scenarios.
Simulation iterations were
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Figure 3: Supply Chain Inventory Variations to Support the Surge Operation Volumes
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made to fine tune the supply chain configuration parameters and operational policies for the normal operation. The
identified sets of design parameters and policies form the
primary design and operation recommendations for the
supply chain.
The plans can be quickly executed once the notification for surge or mobilization is received. The SME that
serves as the primary interface to the customer should
identify manpower and tooling sources that will be rapidly
accessed for ramping up the volume. Other identified
suppliers should define procedures for diverting commercial capacities to the production of this defense product.
The impact on their commercial production plans should
be pre-determined and their supply contract should provide
a provision for potential delay in commercial production
should a defense situation warrant a surge or mobilization
scenario.

The study also underlined the value of the simulation
for evaluation of performance of proposed supply chains.
Any proposed major changes in the supply chain should be
evaluated using simulation before implementation.
5.6 Impact on Stakeholders
All the stakeholders of this project were very satisfied with
the simulation study. The primary customers, the armed
forces, and the large defense manufacturers were convinced of the capability of the supply chain to meet their
requirements and supported the contract award to the SME.
The SME leading the product concept effort found that the
simulation helped the customers visualize the supply chain
concept much better. Simulation also helped the SME understand the relationships between the major factors in the
supply chain design. Based on that understanding and the

Mobilization Operation: Customer Order Backlog at the SME
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Figure 4(a): Backlog at the SME Supplying to the End-customer Under Mobilization Operation Scenario
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Figure 4(b): Supply Chain Inventory Variations to Support the Mobilization Operation Volumes
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Figure 5: Supply Chain Inventory Variations to Support the Modified Mobilization Operation Volumes
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simulation results, the SME is able to assess the potential
impact and implement solutions to mitigate risks and reduce costs.
6

The use of simulation techniques helped the SME win
the business. The study also highlighted the potential of
simulation for continued applications to support the supply
chain for operational planning including responding to unplanned events. Lessons were learned that would make
the future applications more efficient. These include identified data elements tied to the defined scope of the simulation study, questionnaires and interviewing techniques to
help get to the needed information for simulation, organization of data for easy representation and validation, use of
a primarily data-driven simulation model, and use of visualization techniques for rapid understanding of the results.

LESSONS LEARNED

The study reaffirmed the following major guidelines for
the simulation process:
•

•

•

•

•

7

Commit enough resources to gather the required
data in a timely fashion. This study took longer
than expected primarily due to the extensive effort
needed to collect the data.
Use the right level of abstraction for the simulation model. Too much detail will unnecessarily
bog down the project team in an extensive effort
to collect data and build the model. Too little detail results in a model that doesn’t provide the
needed answers.
Spend data collection effort for critical data elements. Initially build the model with data that is
easily available. Exercise the model to understand the impact of the major factors. Spend time
improving the accuracy of the data that has a large
impact on the outputs.
Focus on key outputs. Simulation models can
generate multitudes of data. The key performance metrics for the decision should be identified
upfront and the model output reports designed to
generate those parameters.
Verify and validate the model as much as possible. Build internal cross checks for verifying the
model code. For example, the supply chain cost
calculations were carried out in two different
ways and compared to ensure that model was
working as designed. For a model of this nature
where there is no operating system with which to
compare, the model is validated based on expert
reviews.

DISCLAIMER
The simulation studies presented in this paper were conducted using ARENA as the simulation tool. This does not
imply a recommendation or endorsement of the tool by the
authors or NIST, nor does it imply that this simulation tool
is necessarily the best available for the purpose.
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